1.Introduction
stated that agreement is the feature compatibility between words in a phrase or a clause. He attested to the common usage of Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) order for the headline of a newspaper, while the lead sentence of the article may recapitulate the same sentence in the VerbSubject-Object (VSO) order appropriate to discourse-initial contexts. (Wickens 1980 ) defined the agreement as "a relationship between verbs, nouns, pronouns…and adjectives". While Corbett (2001) define it as "systematic covariance between a semantic or formal property of one element and a formal property of another.", he used the terms "controller" to refer to the element which determines the agreement, "target" to refer to the element whose form is determined by agreement, and "domain" to refer to the syntactic environment in which agreement occurs [22] [9] [26] . Attia (2008) stated that Arabic has rich agreement morphology which allows it to show agreement relations between various elements in the sentence.
There are five morpho-syntactic features involved in agreement in Arabic: number (singular, dual and plural), gender (feminine and masculine), person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd), case (nominative, accusative and genitive) and definiteness (definite and indefinite) [8] .
Noun-adjective shows strongest agreement where four of the five agreement features are involved: number, gender, case and definiteness, second strongest agreement are the pre-verbal position subject where verbs are required to agree with their subjects in number, gender and person, thus it is clear that there is a correlation between word order and verbal agreement in Standard Arabic (SA), i.e. full agreement in SVO order and partial agreement in VSO order.
Al-Jarf (2007) categorised the need to use VSO word order against the use of VSO word order as follows: SVO structures are used mostly in (nominal sentences and clauses): (i) sentences consisting of a subject and a predicate. (ii) When independent subject pronouns are deleted. Independent pronoun usage in subject position is discourse-based.
(iii) After sentence initial adverbials and prepositional phrases, (iv) in passive clauses ( [24] [5]).
The main goal of this research is the improvement of English-Arabic MT. The motivation of this research is the willing to have an excellent quality of MT from English to Arabic, and to support the researches in this field where most of the available E-A MTs are commercial products (i.e. they are black-boxes for the researchers, and this is one of the constraints and restrictions of our research, but at the same time show the importance of this research). This research is attempting to examine the implications of using verb subject object (VSO) and subject verb object (SVO) words order on the agreement requirements in MT. We suggest a solution of different layers, transfer-based MT is used to obtain an intermediate representation that captures the "meaning" of the original sentence in order to generate the correct translation, example-based technique is used as well to handle the irregular cases and semantic analysis process is mainly conducted to detect the statements that require the use of SVO construction rather than VSO. Because the research is on E-A MT and many Arabic researchers are interesting is similar researches we use the Arabic characters in the examples; at the same time we support these example with their transliteration to help researchers whom can't understand Arabic to get the ideas of the examples.
In the next sections we are going to discuss the morph-syntactic agreement features in the translation into Arabic based on words order combinations VSO and SVO, considering number, gender, case and person features. The structure of these sections are as follows: section 2 presents a literature review, section 3 presents and explained the proposed model, section 4 presents and discusses the results and finally the conclusions are presented.
2.Review of Literature
Al-Jarf (2007) said "Although word order has been found to constitute a major difficulty in translation, studies that analyze SVO errors and VSO errors in English-Arabic translation are lacking" [4] . She then attempted to examine the nature of transfer of SVO word order from English. Semantically speaking, the SVO pattern gives emphasis to the subject, whereas the VSO pattern gives emphasis to the verb, the choice between VSO and SVO in Arabic is related to syntactic, pragmatic, discoursal discourse and semantic factors available in a particular context [4] She concluded that the Mastery of SVO and VSO structures in English-Arabic translation can be achieved by improving translation instruction [4] . Kramer (2009) [16] investigated the clausal architecture, and the interaction of syntax with agreement in Arabic, he focused on how the dominant VSO word order and the alternative SVO word order in Middle Egyptian are derived and related. He accounted for an agreement asymmetry between the two word orders: lack of agreement in VSO order and rich agreement in SVO order, he concluded that that VSO order is derived through Verb-to-Tense raising analysis.
He also claimed that VSO word order is inherently problematic for syntactic theory because standard theories of phrase structure assume that a verb and its complement always form a single constituent, namely, a Verb Phrase (VP) [16] .
For many verb-initial languages, the existence of a Verb Phrases (VP) like what is shown in figure (1) has been clearly established in many languages (Arabic [21] ; Celtic languages [7] St'at'imcets Salish [11] ; Niuean [27] [17]; Chamorro [10] , and others). In his paper Kramer developed a novel account of agreement as a series of morphological operations that are sensitive to hierarchical structure [16] .
Al-Momani (2010) explored the word ordering phenomena in a free word order language like Arabic. He concluded that Arabic is a non-configurational language because it exhibits high word order freedom (i.e. it allows multiple word order permutations). He added, Arabic has the SVO word order as an alternative order and the alternation is conditioned by discourse and semantic features. Thus, the choice between these two orders is triggered by prior information in the discourse. If an entity has not been mentioned before, then the VSO order is preferred; whereas, if an entity has been mentioned before, then the SVO order is necessary [6] .
Arabic Language Morphology
Essentially, the Arabic word can be described as follows: [12] The stem (morpheme) is the minimal meaning-bearing unit in a language. Affixes in Arabic can be categorized into three types, the prefixes, suffixes (or postfixes) and infixes [23] . The prefixes are added at beginning of the stem and the suffixes are added at the end of stem, whereas, the infixes are inserted inside the stem. Table 1 below shows some examples of the affixes handling. Suffixes in Arabic can be categorized into two basic categories, the suffixes that are attached to the verbs and the suffixes that are added to the nouns [28] . Furthermore, some of the suffixes can be attached to both the noun and verb stem. Nevertheless, Arabic permits the use of up to three suffixes simultaneously to be attached to the end of the same stem [1] . Furthermore, Arabic words are built from roots rather than stems and involve diacritisation. Written Arabic is also characterized by the inconsistent and irregular use of punctuation marks [8] . Table- Arabic language is highly inflectional, rich morphology and relatively free words' order language. It allows the combinations of Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), Verb-Subject-Object (VSO), Verb-ObjectSubject (VOS) and Object-Verb-Subject (OVS) [8] . As for traditional Arab grammarians, VSO is the normal syntactic word order. According to generative grammar, VSO is the basic word order and SVO is derived through subject movement. VSO order is unmarked for focus, emphasis and information distribution. The SVO pattern gives emphasis to the subject, whereas the VSO pattern gives emphasis to the verb [3] .
Proposed Model
It is clear from the previous section that VSO and SVO words ordering is important and should be used carefully. This proposal focuses on the agreement requirements based on VSO or SVO pattern is used. The subsequent examples in tables 3 through 6 show different agreement requirements between the verb and the subject depending on whether VSO or SVO words ordering are used. The selection of using VSO or SVO related to the context where we use SVO whenever the subject is our focus. It is clear from example-1 that verbs have full agreement with their third person subjects, as they are supposed to agree with their subjects in number, gender and person when SVO is used; contrastively when VSO is used, verbs have partial agreement, as they agree with their subjects in gender and person only; while they remain intact with both singular and plural subjects. At the same time, example-2 shows that in both modes (SVO and VSO) the same rules of agreement (number and person) have been applied between verbs and subjects regardless of the gender when the subject is a first person. With more examples, we can show that a lot of agreement variations exist between verb and subject according to the subject features (gender, person, and number), verb tense (past, present, and future), and verb-subject order (SVO and VSO).
Other features such as humanity and animate also should be considered [3] . Examples 3 and 4 below show how the humanity feature affects the agreement requirements; it is clear from example-3 that in both modes SVO and VSO the gender and person agreements are maintained with non-human feminine subject, while only the person agreement is maintained with masculine subject; whereas in both genders the singular form of the verb is used; observe that a feminine singular verb is used with masculine plural subject as it is appear in 3.c. The story is differ with human being subject, in SVO words order; number, gender, and person agreements are maintained between the verb and the subject; while in VSO words order; gender and person agreements are maintained, whereas the verb is in singular form regardless of the subject number (singular or plural).
In the same way we can show that different agreement rules are needed with animate/inanimate subjects, with dual (two persons) subject, with more than one subject in the same sentence e.g. "the boy and the girls play football", and also with more than one verb such as "The women eat and speak", and so on. Gender and person
Two important questions emerge, the first one: is it possible to generate all different derivations of the verb for all verbs by following a fixed set of rules? If we neglect the irregular cases, the answer is yes; but we know that nobody can ignore them, therefore we need to build all possible rules and manipulate the irregular cases in a different way such as maintaining an example-based database for them and consult it beside the rules database. The second question is: how the translator will decide 
Results and discussion
We have conducted an experiment to compare our methodology with other MT system in the market, namely; Google, Sakhr, Al Kafi, we then classified the problems that cause that agreement and ordering into
The first one: Agreement problem aspects: i. Agreement in Definiteness: this problem appeared when the noun has an article and attributive adjective not. ii. Adjective-Noun Agreement: this problem appeared when the adjectives did not agree in number, gender, case and definiteness with the head nouns. iii. Verb-Subject Agreement: this problem appeared when the verb did not agree with the subject in person, number, and gender. iv. Demonstrative-Noun Agreement: this problem appeared when the Arabic demonstrative pronouns are not agreed with their head noun in number, gender, and case. v. Relative Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement: this problem appeared when the Arabic relative pronouns are not agreed with their controllers in number, gender and case. vi. Predicate-Subject Agreement: this problem appeared when the Arabic predicate is not agreed with the subject in number and gender.
Second category: Ordering aspects: vii. Order of the adjective: This problem appeared because the translation of the adjective relative to its described noun is not translated in its right order. In other words, the adjective does not follow the described noun in order viii. Successive words form an expression: This problem appeared because the successive words that form an expression is translated separately .
Third category: both agreement and ordering ix. Addition and deletion: This problem appeared because the original translation contains extra words that have no corresponding words in the source language, or because the some words in the source language have not translated.
We have evaluated the systems by comparing the translation of each with the original translation and classify the problems that arise based on the error type, and then we assign a suitable score for each problem. the experiments conducted show that the translation by EA-HBMT score an average of 96.1 percent as shown in Table 7 . 
Future work and limitation.
Other types of verbs need to be handled in the future, for example, weak verbs as well as doubled verbs, Weak verbs are those verbs which do not contain one of the alif (hamza), waaw or yaa as one of the root letters, whereas doubled verbs are arisen when any triliteral rooted verb's second and third of the three root letters is the same letter. When the third letter contains a vowel, then second and third letters are combined and written with a $adda �� �� over the second letter signifying the doubling. i.e., � �� However, extra light will be shed on other grammatical states, i.e., personal pronouns, relative pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, verbal nouns and numbers.
This paper has dealt with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) that derived from classical Arabic.
Conclusion
This research has dealt with two features that greatly affect the output quality of machine translation; they are word ordering and agreement.
In this paper we have investigated the morph-syntactic agreement features in the translation into Arabic based on words order combinations VSO and SVO. The recent study attempted to examine the nature of using VSO and SVO word order. This paper investigates different rules to manage the problem of morphological and syntactic ambiguities in Arabic that arisen due to the richness and complexity of Arabic morphology.
Arabic as a Target Language (TL) in this paper is highly inflectional, rich morphology and relatively free word's order language; it allows the combinations of SVO, VSO, VOS and OVS.
The two experiments have proven that EA-HBMT comes first, then ALKafi followed by Tarjim and the lowest score was Google.
Through the investigation of the available MTs and related researches, as well as the flexibility of Arabic language grammars, we concluded that we are far a way from getting an English-Arabic MT up to the accuracy of human translation due to either faulty analysis of the SL text or faulty generation of the TL text. At the same time we can enhance the output quality by feeding the system with adequate, robust and completed rules to deal with the morph-syntactic agreement features.
In this research, we proposed an approach that is supposed to enhance the MT quality by selecting the correct words' order through a semantic analysis, and direct the translator to use an example-based technique to handle the irregular cases that are difficult to be generated by the available rules.
